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Writing the Wrong

The electronic health record (EHR) was implemented
at our hospital midway through my first year of resi-
dency. What a relief, I thought. My colleagues and I
sang EHR’s praises and were ready to embrace the
upcoming efficiency and reduction in errors; not to
mention forever abandoning trying to decipher formal-
ized but shambolic handwriting, which we considered
medical hieroglyphics. And embrace it we did. Prior to
EHR, we relied on the patient for all sources of informa-
tion. Now, whenever we were told of an admission, my
resident and I would “look everything up” on our EHR
first. This was the new trend, occurring admission after
admission.

One day, we were told of a particular patient, let’s
call her Mrs Smith. EHR review told me she was
exposed first- and second-hand to tobacco, leaving her
with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD).
Her breathing had been labored for years, with multiple
exacerbations needing a few days here and there of
tobacco-free care only a hospital setting could provide.
EHR told me her vitals, her medical history, her moth-
er’s cancer diagnosis, and current and past laboratory
results and even provided me with a link to her chest
film.

Most days, I would scurry to the emergency depart-
ment (ED), hoping to catch the patient there before he
or she had arrived on the wards. With my new-found EHR
knowledge, I knew I could write an order for a test, and
it would be expedited by way of the ED then on the gen-
eral medicine floor of a busy inner-city county hospital.
In fact, typing and clicking became the new writing. The
only thing I had to write down were my findings during
a patient encounter, only to type them into an elec-
tronic note later.

The ED was sheer madness with patients in every
room and on gurneys lined up alongside poorly lit hall-
ways, all waiting for a person in white coat to ask them
the same question, “So, what brings you in today?”

Entering Mrs Smith’s room, I already knew what
brought her in, but I wanted to hear it for myself, so that’s
exactly what I asked. “So, what brings you in today,
Mrs Smith?”

The look on her face was of disbelief, as if I asked the
obvious. This is what I was taught though—ask, don’t as-
sume. In Mrs Smith’s case, though, it may have been right
to assume because there was no hiding that she was very
short of breath. I wrote down this finding.

The conversation was terse, not because she didn’t
want to talk, but because her breathing was too labored.
I didn’t write down this abnormal respiratory finding.

The EHR had informed me her respiratory rate was
18 breaths per minute. It wasn’t, but I trusted the fancy
electronic tool and wrote down “RR 18.” I listened to her
lungs and could hear rattles and squeaks in both lung
fields. I wanted to hear more. I placed my stethoscope

over her right lung, bringing it lower and lower until the
rattling seemed to disappear and the sound of wind, as
if it was blowing through a tunnel, appeared. I felt proud
(ignoring the fact that I already knew where to listen be-
cause the chest film I had reviewed earlier had already
told me to focus in on the right middle lobe). I wrote
down this finding.

“My breathing … is … not … good,” I can remember
her saying throughout our encounter.

“Let’s see if we can help you feel better by giving you
another breathing treatment.”

“I’ve already … had a bunch … and my breathing …
is not better!”

I had already spotted the closest computer for EHR
access. And at this point, I turned my back to Mrs Smith,
only to give the computer my full attention.

“Okay, let’s see what else is going on.”
I nonchalantly put in an order for an arterial blood

gas. I asked the nurse to draw it when one of the ED phy-
sicians caught wind of (no pun intended) my request.

“Why do you need a blood gas?”
“Uh, because the patient is having a hard time

breathing,” I muttered.
“Let’s go and take a look, together.” I didn’t expect

this response.
The ED attending was calm and appeared pensive.

We entered the patient’s room together.
Without hesitation, he exclaimed in a sinewy voice,

“We do not need a blood gas. She’s in frank respiratory
failure. Can’t you see this?” But I couldn’t. My eyes
could only see what my mind knew. And at the time,
my mind knew arterial blood gas was part of the evalu-
ation for shortness of breath. I failed to observe both
the respiratory failure and the suffering. Mrs Smith
probably looked like every other patient with severe
COPD in respiratory failure. All of the signs were there.
Her neck muscles were retracting, abdomen was falling
with inspiration, nose was flaring, and she could barely
mutter a few words before having to reshift her tripod
position. Aside from my recognizing clinical manifesta-
tions of disease, I missed an opportunity for humane
intervention. She was miserable. But I didn’t write this
down. She required empathy. I didn’t write this down
either. Because all I was concerned about were the
numbers, the radiograph, and the notes, all valuable
but incomplete, and certainly not what Mrs Smith
cared about. She needed a hand, both figuratively and
literally; one to hold to acknowledge her distress and
one to help her troubled breathing.

The EHR’s virtues are self-evident—it provides
organization, efficiency, and checks and balances in an
error-prone system. But in order to gain such benefits,
what do we lose? Do we risk losing real face time and,
as a consequence, attenuated human interaction? The
sick individual is at risk of being objectified, diluted to
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numbers and images, an “i-patient.”1,2 I contend that the EHR’s
unforeseen consequences have implications for the learner and
the patient.

First, house staff learners have had increasing restraints on
duty hours, ushering in an era of hand-off medicine for an increas-
ingly complex patient demographic. For house staff, EHR has sim-
plified data acquisition and transfer—no more round trips to radiol-
ogy reading rooms to view images and obtain reports. Ostensibly,
gaining efficiency in data acquisition and transfer ought to provide
more time at the bedside. On the contrary, house staff spends only
12% of their day with the patient and 40% of their time in front of a
computer.3 Worse, with electronically available notes, vitals, and
data, the phenomenon of “table rounding” is not uncommon.1 Are
these unforeseen consequences setting the learner on a path to
passive learning, simply absorbing what others before them have
stated in their electronic documentation, and encouraging a vicious
cycle to soak up noisy data and ultimately write the wrong (infor-
mation)? And are the virtues of observation through diligent use of
senses and the development of pattern recognition overshadowed
by electronic information contributing to cognitive bias during
decision-making?

Second, EHR promotes the “copy-and-paste” phenomenon.4

During rounds, printed notes are read aloud, word for word, de-
spite the risk of sounding foolish for presenting the day prior’s lab
values, assessments, and, worse, a different patient’s information
altogether. It would seem “copy-and-paste” assessments, coupled
with limited bedside observations, would only push the learner from
away from analytical reasoning, a prerequisite for expertise.

Third, what will become of cultivating humanism in a profes-
sion that demands empathy? Empathy is a capacity to share or rec-
ognize emotions by another; an attempt to sense what another may
sense. Psychologist and author Daniel Goleman stated, “A prereq-
uisite for empathy is simply paying attention to the person in pain.”
In essence, suffering must be witnessed first-hand and then felt. Suf-
fering cannot be experienced wholeheartedly during table rounds,
when one is repeatedly reading, “Today, the patient has 9 out of 10
pain” or reading dictation stating, “There are multiple bony metas-
tases.” The elaborate bedside ritual allows us to listen, look, touch,

and feel so that our senses are immersed in information as we seek
clues to the disease and cues of suffering. I was ordering tests on
the computer, and with my back to Mrs Smith, I failed to recognize
the subtle signs of respiratory failure. The human connection has
been the central tenet of the patient-physician relationship, but now
EHR has become a luring distraction.5

EHR is here to stay. How can we continue to model and teach
observation of disease and ensure learners remain cognizant to suf-
fering? One method calls for seeing the patient first, before “look-
ing everything up.” But seeing the patient first is not an easy task.
As Chi and Verghese write, “Compared with a computer screen, the
living, breathing patient is less familiar. A patient cannot be asked
to speak faster or fast forward through an interview; the student can-
not be looking at 2 other things while talking to the patient.”6 See-
ing the patient first must be done under the premise that the learner
may be wrong, with the greater downstream benefit of sharpening
diagnostic skills through ritualized history, examination, and un-
tainted observation.

Next, advocates have called for a return to the bedside in place
of table rounds.2,7,8 This is where observations of disease and suf-
fering are elucidated and the learner should be encouraged to talk
out loud. The “real” patient allows for house staff observation and
clinical skill reinforcement and demonstration, all while the patient
(as opposed to a table) remains at the team’s center.2 Furthermore,
encouraging the learner to think aloud, as opposed to passive read-
ing of a “copied-and-pasted” EHR note, promulgates active learn-
ing and turns on an analytical mode of reasoning, setting the learner
on the path toward expertise, rather than mere competency.

As I type, I notice the computer screen maintains constant eye
contact, but it is cold, detached, and lacking emotion. It will not blush
or look away when I ask an uncomfortable question. Its pixels will
not dilate with urgency should I become tachypneic. And surely, it
provides no cues of suffering. Chi and Verghese state, “Students are
a product of their environment. They often emulate the behaviors
of their supervisors and mentors.”6 Perhaps oversimplified, but the
more time I spend at my computer, the more I worry I become like
my computer—cold, indifferent, and lacking emotion. Maybe it is time
to figure out how to right the wrong.
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